
Road to Cloud

Overview

Taking the AUPress archives into the cloud can be broken down into three phases:
Obtain all the AUPress content from each site and separate between static and dynamic 
content.

1.

Place both dynamic and static content into the AU Gitlab repository.2.
Install the content into a Virtual Machine or Docker image and test.  3.
Document a procedure for each kind of content to move and test this image into AWS.4.
Place into AWS production. 5.
Bonus: Establish a method for deployment and rollback of changes.6.

Phase 1. Obtaining the Content

Completed
All of the static sites have already been downloaded.•
The dynamic content from the Canadian Theatre and bitbucket has both the web and 
database content downloaded and the data dumps were successfully loaded.

•

Downloaded a single instance of an OJS site.•
To Do:

Obtain the rest of the OJS sites.•

Phase 2. Placing into the AU Gitlab Repository. 

Completed
All of the static pages and dynamic content that does not use OJS.-
The repository is here: https://git.athabascau.ca/au-library/aupress (Maybe rename the 
project?)

-

To Do:
Place each OJS site into its own repository.-

Phase 3. Install content into a Virtual Machine or Docker Image.

Completed
The dynamic content with the Canadian Theatre and bitbucket both work on virtual 
machines.

-

The static content has been copied and works but needs to be further tested.-
Note: Some of the content had PHP pages that had very limited functionality.  These pages 
have been converted to html and JavaScript.  This took about three days of work to 
complete and test.

-

To Do:
Sites have been tested on a VM but should be considered to be in a Docker container.-
Test more OJS sites.-

Phase 4. Document the procedure to place into Cloud.

This part can be drawn out into subsections. The first is to get the wesbites working in a Virtual 
Machine or Docker container. Then this can be saved into an image to be used in AWS or at least 
its framework.

The dynamic pages need the following setup:
Create the databases and users.○
Change the code to run the database connection string.○
Setup Apache to run CGI scripts and forward index to the dict.pl script.○
Setup up the admin pages in the same manor.○
Test sites manually.○

-

The static pages:
Copy to web directory.○
Set up a virtual site in Apache.○
Use a web crawler to set for broken links.○
Some are PHP and have been transformed into HTML.○

-

One this procedure is formalized, we can move to cloud.

List of sites now in the cloud:

Sites:
Site Name Site URL generated by CloudFront

Bestweknow.icaap.org d2rrfnpu362ylh.cloudfront.net

cfmb.icaap.org d2euvwyzrf9lt5.cloudfront.net

cjtm.icaap.org d2y6kx8xi1f020.cloudfront.net

globalization.icaap.org duk8v4du4jbaw.cloudfront.net

gsociology.icaap.org d3fl52tzcozvck.cloudfront.net

negations.icaap.org d22wh9im5yp1ka.cloudfront.net

southernlibrarianship.icaap.org d3c5igd226uahy.cloudfront.net

thecraft.icaap.org            d9ayl8n7tmpjs.cloudfront.net

confluence.athabascau.ca dvkevw81nk1bk.cloudfront.net

theoryandscience.icaap.org https://d16kzwsnu8tq2j.cloudfront.net

Radical Pedoggy
moments.athabascau.ca

Phase 5.  Place into Production

Once a site is established, change it's domain name to point to the AWS static IP address.  The 
domains should be the same but the old IP changes have to be released.

TODO:  Release the domain names and give a AWS.

Phase 6. CI/CD

This one done after the AUPress sites are in production. The idea is to have a complete pipeline 
that is capable of a Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD). A rough 
outline:

Changes are made to the repos and the new code is merged into master.-
This merge in gitlab starts the pipeline which spawns a runner.-
The runner notices the changes based on the site and updates a new image with the new 
content.

-

This Image is placed back into AWS and swapped with the old while still being in 
production.

-
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